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Abstract
A top down development is presented of a distributed priority queue. The crucial
characteristic that enables this development is the compositionality of the formalism
used. Actually we argue that a stronger requirement is needed which combines
compositionality with the ability to adapt given specifications, called modularity.

1

Introduction

A top down development is presented of a distributed priority queue within two
formalisms that are based on states and histories of co=unications (called traces).
The crucial characteristic that enables this development is the compositionality of
the formalisms, i.e. the property that the specification of a composite program can
be derived from the specifications of its constitue:qt parts without knowledge 0/ their
internal structure, thus enabling top down development indeed.
During this development a co=unication buffer is derived. This leads up to the
practical question how to integrate a priori given mpdules, such as the co=unication
buffer inquest ion, into the development process. Technically this imposes a stronger
requirement upon our development formalisms whi~h combines compositionality with
the possibility to adapt given specifications. Systems allowing this combination are
called modular. A small example of specification a,daptation is given.

The top level specification for our example is of the form P sat <p, meaining that all
possible computations of program, P should satisfy assertion <p. At first i the development uses specificationsof this type. Then the ne~d is felt to decompose isequentially,
an operation which, since it does not fit nicely into sat based formalisms, is the
starting point for Hoare's traditional pre/post style of specifications, bu~ now in concurrent setting. After introducing this style in the second phase of our development
process we immediately refine it to one in which the specification of the communication interface is separated from that for the other observables, i.e., the initial and
final states and traces.
These concepts are illustrated for a restricted class of formalisms aimed at specifying
safety properties. (Consult [PJ] for a similar set~ing but aimed at liveness).

2

Specification and Construction of Processes

The object of study of this report is the specification, construction and; verification
of parallel executing processes. In this section w~ would like to give an overview by
showing the development of a parallel sorting algprithm. This gives us the opportunity to introduce the main programming language constructs, various s~ecification
methods, and some of the verification rules in an )nformal setting.
If one wants to reason in a secure way about processes then the first step is to
introduce formalized languages to describe processes and specifications.; Our main
formal language to describe processes is called TNP.
TIle language TNP , for Theoretical Networks of Processes, evolved fron;J. an earlier
language called DNP , for Dynamic Networks of Processes. The starting point for
DNP was the concept of a dynamically changing networks of processes'i A parallel
network consists of a number of processes executing in parallel and communicating
messages along interconnecting channels. A proce~s is a sequential program that can
expand temporarily into parallel subnetworks. This can happen recursively since the
so formed subnetworks can contain new copies of '~he original (expanded) i process.
By generalizing, and at the same time simplifying,;;DNP the language TNP was designed. Whereas DNP resembles a procedure based parallel programming language,
TNP is much more in the style of languages such,as TCSP. [OH].
We shall introduce the main language constructs, of TNP as we need them in the
development of a parallel sorting algorithm, also known as "priority queuef or, as we
shall call it, the "sorted bag".
The parallel execution of two processes PI and P2 is denoted by PI II P 2 .', The CSP
notation c!e is used to denote the sending of the message denoted by e: along the
channel named c. Similarly, c?x is a command that requests some message along c
and stores it into variable x. Communication is synchronous, that is, the ~ender and
receiver of a message must cooperate and, conceptllally, a message is recei:ved at the
same time as it was sent.

Example 1
We give a picture of the network P II Bag, consisting of two processes r1.amed P and
Bag. The two component processes are connected by means of channels named insert
and getmin. Process P can send messages to Bag along channel insert py executing
insert!e commands. For such communications to occur the Bag process must
execute
I
corresponding commands of the form insert?x. Similarly a communication along
getmin occurs if P executes a getmin?x command in cooperation with a getmin!e
command of Bag.

" \I----"=:........rl
insert /'
P

getmin

Bag

o
We want to specify the intended behavior of processes and to verify that the specification is met by some proposed implementatio~. For instance a description of the
intended behavior of the Bag process could be the following:
'

Example 2

" Bag behaves as a so called sorted bag of values. Bags are also called mu:ltisets since
they are like sets except that multiple copies of tjle same value can be member of a
bag. New values can be inserted by sending them to Bag via the insert channel. A
value can be requested via the getmin channel azid this results in sending back and
removal from the bag of the smallest element of t~e bag."

o
As is well known, a Bag process as described can be used to sort a given list of values.
This is done by first inserting all elements of the list, followed by requesting an equal
number of values.
We want to specify the Bag behavior in a rigorous way, rather than informally as
in the English description above. Our formal description method is qased upon
the notions of communication events and sequences of such events called-traces or
communication histories.
A communication is an event that is described by a ~hannel name and a conhnunicated
value. For instance, the event of communicating a value v via chann~l insert is
described by the pair (insert, v). A communication history h then, can be seen
as a description of which values have been communicated along which channels in
which order at some particular moment of time. :For instance, the histciry h ~ <
(insert, v), (insert,w), (getmin,v) > corresponds to the state where values v and w
were sent, in that order, via insert followed by ~he communication of \[alue v via
getmin.

I

I~"

In essence a process specification can be seen as a formula of a (manyi sorted, first
order) predicate logic that expresses the desire~ properties of the cOzPmunication
history h that should hold for all possible executions of the process, at any moment
during the execution. Such a predicate is called an assertion about the behavior of
the process.
We would like to give an impression of what a forIpaI specification for the!Bag process
looks like. To this end we discuss a few aspects of the language of assertions.
Fundamental is the class of trace expressions. Examples are the emptYi trace e, denoting the empty sequence of communications, and the communicatio~ history h,
denoting the communications that have been performed by the process i up to some
moment during some execution of the process. The history h must be distinguished
from ordinary trace valued variables t that denole some arbitrary sequ~p.ce of communications, not especially related to those co~unications actually performed by
the process. Operations on trace expressions te include the important channel projection operation tel{ Cr, ••• , cn}. This denotes th~ subsequence of te con~isting of all
communications via the channels {Cl,. .. ,cn }. T4~ special case hl{ c} is clften abbreviated as c, that is, a channel name, used as a tra¢e expression, denotes tjle sequence
of all communications via that particular channel. Operations that we shall use in
the example below are last(te), denoting the last:communication of te, a~d rest(te),
denoting the sequence of all but the last communjcation of teo
The expression last( te) is not a trace expressiori" since it denotes a single communication rather than a sequence of communications. The channel narhe and the
communicated value of a single communication dare referred to by the expressions
chan(a) and val(a).
Assertions are many sorted first order predicate formulae. Here we omy mention
one such assertion, denoted by tel:S: te2, which e~presses that the sequen¢e tel is an
initial prefix of the sequence te2.
The fact that one requires an assertion X to hold for all possible executions of a process
P is not expressed within the assertion as such. ~ather this is the interpretation of
the satisfaction relation between processes and assertions. This is expressed by the
following formula:
P sat X.
We call such formulae SAT specifications, to distinguish them from other types of
specifications that we shall later on.
'

Example 3
We use the following notation for bags:
• The empty bag is denoted by 0, the bag containing elements
[eb ... , en).

e1 1 ••• ,

en by

• The union and difference of bags Bl and B2 are
denoted by Bl ffJB2 and
B l sB2.
•
I
• The least element of a bag B of ordered values is denoted by min(~).

~,

Let "bag(te,c)" denote the bag of all values of all co=unications via channel c that
occur in the sequence denoted by trace expression teo Instead of bag(hl{c}, c) we use
the abbreviation bag(c). Also we use cont(ct. c;) as an abbreviation for bag(cl) e
bag(c2), and cont(te,ct.c2) as an abbreviation for.bag(te,cd ebag(te,c2), where te is
some trace expression other than h.
Let us fix some arbitrary moment during the Bag execution. We want to express
that for all getmin co=unications that occur in the sequence hl{insert, getmin}
reached thus far, the correct value, that is, the "cllrrent" least element at the moment
in question, was sent back by the Bag process. 'Now assume that t is some prefix
of hl{ insert, getmin} that ends with a getmin co=unication. We can express this
assumption by means of the assertion

t:::; hl{insert,getmin} /\ chan(last(t)) = getmin.
The "current contents" of the bag just before that last co=unication is given by the
expression cont(rest(t), insert, getmin). Therefore, the desired property is expressed
by the assertion Xbag(insert, getmin) , defined as:

Xbag( insert, getmin) ~

V't((t:::; hl{insert,getmin} /\ chan(last(t)) = getmin)

->

val(last(t)) = min(cont(rest(t),insert,getmin))).
Finally, the Bag specification is the following SAT formula:
;

Bag sat Xbag(insert, getmin).

o
Apart from operating as a sequential co=unicating program a process can be built
up as a subnetwork. For instance we might impl~ment the Bag process as a buffer
process But, keeping a few Bag elements amongst which the current least element,
executing in parallel with a process Bag keeping the rest of the Bag elements. This
is shown in the picture below.

Bag

I
'\

insert
But

getmin

down
up

/

'\
Bag

"
As can be seen the channels insert and getmin are connected to the But component
of the network. The two components themselves are connected by means of channels

•
i

down and up. The idea is that Buf on request will send its least element along
getmin. The Buf process can also send elemeIJ.ts "down" to, or request the least
element contained in, the Bag' process. So the Qag' process must behave as a copy
of .the Bag process except that its channels have'different names.
We would like to turn the intuitive descriptions of Bag' and Buf into formal specifications, and then verify that the parallel network Buf 1/ Bag' does conform to the
Bag specification. To this end we first discuss the verification principles for parallel
processes.

'i

A well known problem for the verification of parallel programs is that some specification that would be correct for a given process viewed in isolation, might be invalidated
by the actions performed by other processes execqting in parallel. In particular this is
the case when a specification for a process P refers to a channel that can be modified
by other processes without the cooperation of P.' For instance, if a specification for
the Bag' process would refer to the insert or getmin channel, then co=unications
on these channels performed by the parallel executing Buf process, without cooperation with Bag', could be in conflict with this specification. We shall avoid such
specifications, for only then the soundness is implied of the following simple proof
rule for parallelism:
Let P l sat Xl and P2 sat X2 be specifications of the co=unication behavior of Pl
and P 2 that obey the restriction that the assertion
Xi only refers to co=unicaf
tions via channels connected to process Pi, wherEi i = 1,2. Then from Pl sat Xl and
P2 sat X2 one can infer the following specification for the parallel composition of the
two processes:
P l 1/ P 2 sat (Xl" X2).
We took care that the Bag specification does obey this restriction, since the only
reference to the co=unication history is by means of the projection of this history
onto the channels insert and getmin. A co=unication performed via some other
channel than those two by some other process does affect the value of h, but it does
. not affect the Value of hl{insert,getmin}.
To verify the correctness of the parallel compositio!l Buf 1/ Bag', one has essentially to
prove that the Bufprocess preserves Xbag(insert, getmin). For, during the expansion,
the insert and getmin channels are connected to ~he Buf process. Of cours~ the fact
that Buf conforms to this behavior depends on the assumption that the process Barl,
executing in parallel, behaves correctly as a bag with respect to the channels down
and up, that is, satisfies the specification Xbag(dqwn, up). Therefore we choose the
following But specification:
But sat (Xbag(down, up)

---t

Xba.(insert, getmin)).

By the rule for parallel composition we then infer that:
But

II

Bag' sat ((Xbag(down, up) ...... Xbag(insert, getmin)) "Xba.(down, up)).

Since the assertion of this last formula clearly implies Xbag(insert, getmin), We have
shown that But 1/ Bag' does satisfy the required assertion.

\

"

Thefact that the Bag' process shows the behavior of a Bag process, except that its
channels have different names, suggests that the Bag process can be implemented
as a parallel network itself and so on, ad infinitum. However, instead of such an
infinitely deep nested static network, we prefer a dynamic network in which Bag
starts as a sequential process and expands into a subnetwork only after elements
have been inserted into the bag. Moreover, we Clj.Il construct the Bag process from a
recursive copy of the Bag process itself, and so we will obtain a Bag process that has a
variable but finite degree of nesting, dependent on the number of elements contained
in it. To denote that, within the program S th.at we shall use to implement Bag,
recursive copies of Bag are allowed we use the recursion construct p,Bag.S. Apart
from recursion we need a few more language constructs. First of alI, we must rename
the channels of the recursive Bag copy into up and down. This can be denoted in our
language TNP as Bag(down/insert,up/getmin}; The effect is that messages sent
along getmin by Bag appear from outside to be ¢essages sent along the up channel.
Similarly, messages sent to Bag(down/insert, upjgetmin} via down are received by
the Bag process via its insert channel. Our first a.pproach'to implement Bag can now
be given:
'

J.LBag. insert?x; (Bul

II

Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin})
,

The semicolon, as usual, denotes sequential composition. So first a value has to be
received before the process expands into a subnetwork as indicated. The Bulprocess
has access to the x variable in which the received value is stored. For instance it
could send it back via the getmin channel to the outside world. But now a problem
arises, for the recursive Bag copy also accesses the iI: variable. To avoid such" clashes"
the so called variable hiding construct must be ~ed to tum x into a local variable
of the Bag process. This construct has the form S\x and it indicates that x is a
local variable of process S. We have the same problem with channel names: the up
and down channels connected to the recursive Bag copy have nothing to do with the
channels of the same name within this copy. Tfe problem is solved by using the
channel hiding construct of the form S\c that de,p,otes that c is an internal channel
of S, not visible from outside.
"
We arrive at the following implementation for the; Bag process:

p,Bag· (insert?x; (Bul

II

Bag(down/insert, up/g~tmin) )\up, down)\x

Our solution still has one defect. Incarnations of the Bul and the Bag processes
never terminate, and so although new incarnation~ are created when necessary these
incarnations do not disappear when they are no longer needed. Ideally a parallel
network Bul II Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin} sh~uld vanish as soon as neither the
Bul process nor the Bag process stores anymore values. So we cannot simply design the processes such that they terminate as soon as they store no value. To this
end we synchronize the Bul and the Bag processes as follows. We include a new
local channel called isempty between the two processes. If at any moment a process
stores no values, it offers to communicate via isernpty whereafter it will terminate.
That is, if the other process stores no values either, and so is also able to communicate via isempty, then the parallel combination can terminate as a whole. On the

other hand if some new value is received then the process stores it and is no longer
willing to co=unicate via isempty. In our program the co=ands is empty! and
isempty? denote co=unication commands where no values are sent or received.
That is, only synchronization is required., (Alte~atively one might see this as ordinary co=unication where some immaterial vallle is passed.) This suggests our final
implementation for the Bag process:

/-tBag. (isempty!
or
insert?x;
(Buf II Bag(down/insert,up/getmin})\up,down,isempty;
Bag

)\x.
The process has the choice between sending an isempty signal followed by termination
and receiving a value via insert followed by an expansion. Note that if the subnetwork
created by this expansion terminates itself then the whole process starts over again,
since the execution of the subnetwork is followed by a recursive incarnation. In fact
this second recursive call has the form of a "tail" recursion, and so could have been
replaced by a loop construct.
A picture of this process after an expansion, where we have used Bag' to
denote Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin) is:

Bag

I
/
insert
isempty
getmin

/
I
I

Buf

down
isempty
up

Bag'

"The vertical bar at the end of the outer isempty channel indicates that during the
expansion this channel is not connected to any of the sub processes. Only after the
subnetwork has terminated the Bag process is (again) able to send an isempty signal.
The picture below shows an execution of the Bag process from a certain (unfinished)
stage for which cont(insert, getmin) = [1,5,7]. We have only shown the Bufprocesses
and the most deeply nested Bag process. We show also
, how a new value (3) is inserted,
and how the current minimum (1) is requested. Note that, as seen from outside the
minimum is requested strictly after the value 3 has been inserted, but that internally
the Bag process is still busy with the insertion process at that time. (the exclamation
mark in the one but last picture indicates a synchronization action via an "is empty"
channel.)
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We adapt our Bag specification so as to express the fact that the Bag process only
can terminate after it has sent an isempty signal,' and that the contents of the bag
is empty indeed, on termination.
In the assertion language, we use the symbol T to denote the characteristic predicate
for computations that have terminated. Computations that do not satisfy this T
predicate are called unfinished, and correspond to intermediate stages of the execution of a process. Unfinished computations ar~ not the same as nonterminating
computations; every execution passes through unfullshed intermediate stages whether
it eventually terminates or not.

The specification <Pb.g(insert,getmin) now becomes:
<Pb.g(insert, getmin) ~
Xb.g(insert, getmin) /\ (T -+ (cont( insert, getmin) = 0/\ isempty of

ell.

The new specification still requires Xb.g(insert, getmin) to hold at all stages, and for
terminated computations it requires the Bag contents to be empty, and the sequence
of co=unications sent via isempty to be nonemPty. The <Pb.g(insert, getmin) does
not, and even cannot, express that the process must terminate after it has sent the
isempty signal. The reason is that we study specjp.cation methods for so called safety
properties, and the necessity of termination is nqt one of those properties.

3

Hoare specifications and Invariqnt specifications

Now that we have proposed a top level design for Bag, we would like to verify that
it satisfies the bag specification. We sketch hqw this verification could proceed.
Instead of introducing formal proofrules here w~ rely on the plausibility of certain
verification principles. We shall encounter certain difficulties in connection with the
sequential structure of the process. To resolve the4t we introduce new types of process
specifications.
A well known verification principle, called Scott's induction rule, implies that, to verify that Bag satisfies the specification <Pb.g(insert, getmin) , it suffices to verify that the
body of Bag does satisfy this specifica~ion, where ,,!"e may assume" by induction" that
the two occurrences of Bag processes within the body do satisfy <Pb.g(insert, getmin).
That is, under the hypothesis that Bag satisfies tPi.g(insert, getmin) , we must verify
the same assertion for the process:
'
( isempty!
orinsert?x ;
(Btlf " Bag(down/insert, tlp/ getmin») \ {tiP, down, isempty};
Bag

)\{x}
To do so, we need verification principles for the channel and variable hiding constructs. Now these are fairly simple: if a process satisfies a certain assertion X, and
the assertion does not reler to some channel c or variable x, then the assertion remains
valid after we hide this channel or variable.
It will be clear that in general such

specificatio~s

can be obtained only by using
appropriate projections of the co=unication history.

Since our specification tPb.g(insert, getmin) does not refer to the variable x, our verification task for the body of Bag boils down to the verification of <Pb.g(insert, getmin)
for both components of the choice construct. We concentrate on the verification for
the second component, that is, of:

&

{;insert?x ; (BuIll Bag(down/insert, up/getmin») \ up, down, isempty ; Bag)
sat
'tPbag(insert, getmin).
The process of this last formula has the form of a sequential composition P l ; P 2 ; Bag,
where Pl is the process insert?x and where P 2 is:

(Buf

II

Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin»)\ up, down, isempty

First we must establish specifications Xl and X2, such that Pl sat Xl and that P2 sat

X2.

This brings us to the state transformer aspect of our specifications. For instance, the
Pl process does not only communicate some value along the insert channel, but it also
modifies the process state by storing the received value in x. As a consequence the
specification Xl must describe this state transfo~ation together with, and related
to, the co=unication behavior. Actually this, relationship is very simple; it is:
x = val(last(insert)). This relationship between x and the value co=unicated via
the insert channel exists only after the P l process has terminated. Therefore we must
use again the T predicate, indicating a terminated computation. The specification
for the P l process then becomes: P l sat (T --+x = val(last(insert))).
The last specification expresses a certain relationship between the co=unication
behavior and the final state of computations. :jJut in general one must also refer
to the initial state in which the computation starts. For instance, for the process
down!x; up?x one must be able to specify that t4~ value co=unicated via down is
the initial state value of x, whereas the final state Qalue of x is the value co=unicated
via up. We use a "0" superscript to indicate an initial state value of some variable.
For example,
:;,
(down!x;up?x) sat (val(last(down)) = XO /\ vo,l(last(up)) = x)
Our next problem is to invent a specification for the parallel construct. Because
this parallel process starts executing only after a 'yalue has been sent via insert, the
original bag specification is no longer applicable. '
If our goal would be the verification of the Bag version that we considered in the
previous section just before the introduction of the isempty channel, then we would
know how to proceed. In this case, any co=unication history of the process Buf II
Bag(down/insert, up/getmin) , prefixed by a single co=unication (insert,v) where
v is arbitrary, should satisfy the Bag assertion tPbag(insert, getmin). This means that
the appropriate assertion for the parallel construct would be:

Vv(tPbag(insert,getmin)[«

(insert, v) > h)/hl),

where ... [( < (insert, v) > h) / h] indicates that the concatenation of the one element
trace < (insert,v) > with the history h must be s,ubstituted for h.
This simple verification principle is well known from the literature, see for instance

[ZH].

,

However, for the final version of Bag, we must not only account for the single co=unication via insert before the parallel construct starts, but also for the co=unications

by the recursive Bag call after the parallel COIlf!truct has terminated. With respect
to the co=unication history of the recursive !iag call we may assume, by Scott's
induction rule, that it satisfies the bag specifica,tion. Unfortunately there is no elegant way to combine two assertioIlf! that describe the components of a sequential
composition of processes. The reason why we ~uceeded in the situation above was
that the co=unication histories of one of the two components were fairly simple.
In general one must construct a formula X that describes the execution of our sequential process Pl; P2; Bag. Informally speaking,, this formula is:
" There are intermediate values :J! and x" for x, and subsequences hI> h2' hs of the
complete co=unication history h, such that h is the concatenation of these three
histories, Xl holds for the co=unications in h1 arid the transition of the x value from
XO to x', XZ holds for h2 and the transition fro~" x, to x", and <Pbag(insert, getmin)
holds for hs and the transition from x" to x ."
In the assertion language, it is possible to write qown a predicate logic formula with
the intended interpretation as above. This formula is abbreviated as:

Xl OX2 0<Pbag(insert, getmin).
The second and final step in the verification of P1 ; P2; Bag sat <Pbag(insert, getmin) is
then to show that
'

(Xl OX2 0<Pbag(insert, getmin)) .... <Pbag(insert, getmin)
is a valid implication.
Let us compare this with the well known rule for sequential composition in Hoare's
logic for sequential, i.e. non parallel, programs. The specifications for programs 8
are in the form of pre- and postconditions, denoted by {pre} 8 {post}. The pre- and
post conditions are assertions on the initial and f1nal state of the computation. To
verify {pre} 8 1 ; 8 2 {post} one must invent an intermediate assertion int and verify
{pre} 8 1 {int} and {int} 8 2 {post}.
Since there is no complicated verification condition to validate, like the implication
(XlOX20<Pbag(insert, getmin)) .... <Pbag(insert, getmin) , we prefer this type of reasoning
over the approach sketched above.
The observation that formulae of the form P sat X are not very appropriate for the
sequential composition construct formed the incentive for studying a new style of
process specifications. These specifications are ~ased upon the idea that if some
process 8 2 starts after termination of some other. process 8 b then at that moment
of time there is already some co=unication history. We call this the initial trace
for the execution of 8 2 , By introducing this n(jtion of an initial co=unication
history, we can view a process as a transformer ftom initial histories and - process
states to final histories and process states. We Use the phrase "generalized state"
for a combination of some history and some process state. The outer form of our
specifications is the same as that of "classical" Ho~re style formulae, with a pre- and
postcondition. These pre- and postconditions are assertions on generalized states,
however. To indicate this, we use the notation (rP) P (1/1) for Hoare specifications,

where the rp and", are assertions on generaliz~d states. With our Hoare formulae,
one can essentially use the same type of reasonin'g for sequential programs as within
Hoare's logic. In particular the proof rule for sequential composition of processes has
the same form as the classical Hoare rule mentioned above.
Our Hoare style specifications have in common with SAT specifications the uniform
treatment of terminated and unfinished computations. That is, the assertions rp and
'" of the Hoare formula (rp) P ("') and the asse:r~ion X of the SAT formula P sat X
are interpreted for both terminated and unfinished computations. The characteristic
predicate T is used within these assertions to distinguish between the two types of
computations.
In practice it turns out to be easier to separate assertions into pre- and postconditions
on generalized states that are interpreted for terminated computations only, and
invariants on communication histories, that must hold continuously. This leads to
a third type of formulae, called "Invariant specifications". They have the following
form:
'"
I : {pre} P {post},

where I is an assertion on histories only, and where pre and post are assertions on
generalized states, i.e. on histories and states together. The characteristic predicate
T is not used within I,pre or post. The distinc{ion between terminated and unfinished computations is made iIi the interpretation of the specification. Informally, the
meaning of the specification is:
" If P is started in an initial state and with an jnitial history for which pre holds,
then the invariant I will hold for the communication history of P at any moment
during execution of P, and if and when P terminates, post will hold for the final
history and state of P."

Remarks
• By "the communication history of P" we mean the complete history, that is, the
initial history with communications performed by P at some moment during
execution, not just the communications performed by P itself.
• It is understood that, if P terminates, the ihvariant holds up to and including
the moment of termination.

o
We proceed with the Bag example, turning over to the Invariant specification style.
First we transform the SAT specification Bag sat ¢.bag(insert, getmin) into an equivalent Invariant specification. A straightforward tran~formation is obtained by choosing
a precondition that requires the initial trace to be empty, for then the role of the
invariant is essentially the same as an assertion of.a SAT formula. This would result
in the following Invariant specification:

· X6ag(insert, getmin) :
{insert

= f: /I getmin = f: /I isempty = f:}

Bag
{cont(insert,getmin) = 0/\ isempty i' f:}.
We have not included the assertion X6ag(insert, getmin) in the postcondition, although it would have made no difference since the invariant requires it anyhow.
We are not satisfied with this specification for the. following reason. Its precondition
does not hold at those moments where the inner recursive calls of the Bag process
start executing. So the given specification, although it correctly specifies the desired
process behavior, will not fit into the correctnes~' proof that we have in mind. As is
not unusual with induction proofs, we can only prove a stronger specification. An
Invariant specification can be made stronger by weakening its precondition, and by
strengthening its postcondition and invariant. So the following formula is seen to be
stronger than the specification above:

Xbag(insert,getmin) :
{cont(insert,getmin) = 0/\ Xba.(insert,getmin)}
Bag
{cont(insert, getmin) = 0/\ isempty

i' f: /I X6ag(insert, getmin)}.

To prove this specification we give a so called annotated program. It consists of
the program text of the Bag process with assertions on generalized states attached
to control points of the process. Similar to tfe usual program annotations for
Hoare's logic we enclose these assertions withiI]. set braces. The annotated text
is preceded by a clause, called the invariant of the annotation, that has the form
X6ag(insert, getmin) : . Such an annotated text"js to be understood as follows. If
S is some piece of process text that occurs within an annotation that is prefixed by
invariant I, and S is enclosed between the assertions p and q, then

I : {p /I I} S {q

/I

I}

is claimed to be a valid specification for S. (The reason that the invariant I is
implicitly attached as a conjunct to all assertions within the annotations is just a
notational convenience.)
The actual annotation for Bag is:

""';;

X.a.(insert, getmin) :
{cont(insert,getmin) = 0}
( isempty!
{cont( insert, getmin) = 0/\ isempty

t- c}

or

( insert?x;
{cont(insert,getmin) = [xl)
(But

II

,

Bag(down/ insert, up/ getmin») \ {up, down, isempty} ;

{cont(insert,getmin) = 0}
Bag
) {cont(insert,getmin) = 0/\ isempty

t- c}

)\{x}
{cont(insert,getmin) = 0/\ is empty

t- c}

Note that the specification for the second inner call of the Bag process equals the
specification for the whole. This can be formally Justified by applying Scott's induction rule. The annotation does not indicate ho\V to prove the specification that it
claims to be valid for the parallel network within the Bag process. This specification
is:

Xbag(insert, getmin) :
{cont(insert, getmin)
(Bu!

II

= [xl /\ Xbag(insert, getmin)}

Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin») \ {up, down, isempty}

{cont(insert,getmin)

= 0/\ Xbag(insert,getmin)}

We sketch how to prove this.
Again we may assume that the Bag specification holds for the recursive call within this
network, and this implies the following for the Bag process with renamed channels:

Xbag(down, up) : {cont(down, up) = 0 /\ Xbag(down, up)}
Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin)
{cont.(down, up) = 0 /\ isempty

t- c /\ Xiag(down, up)}.

By strengthening the precondition and weakening the postcondition we obtain:

Xbag(down,up) : {down

= up = c}

Bag(down/ insert, up/ getmin)
{cont(down,up) = 0/\ Xbag(down,up)}.

The next task is to determine an appropriate specification for the Bufprocess. In our
top down development, the most natural thing to do is to choose this specification
such that it suits the verification of the parallel construct. Therefore we take the
following one:
Xbag(down,up) ....... Xbag(insert,getmin):
{cont( insert, getmin)

= (xlII Xbag(insert, getmin) II

up

= down = E"}

Buf
{cont(down,up)

= 0 ....... cont(insert,getmin) = 011

Xbag(down, up) ....... II Xbag(insert, getmin)}
We now have available specifications for the constituent components of the parallel construct. They satisfy the restriction that ~he channels and variables referred
to within these specifications are the channels lj-nd variables of the corresponding
process. Under these conditions the following rule is applicable:
Let II : {prel} PI {post l } and 12 : {pre2} P2 {post2} be Invariant specifications such
that the channels and variables of I;, pre; and post; are contained within the channels
and variables used by Pi, for i = 1,2. Then th~' following formula can be inferred
from these two specifications:
(II II 12) : {pre I II pre2} PI

II

P2 {post l II post2}.

We can use this rule to conjoin the Bufand the Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin) specifications. Then, by weakening the invariant and po~tcondition we obtain the following
specification for the parallel construct:
Xbag( insert, getmin) :
{cont(insert,getmin)
(But

II

= [xlII Xbag(insert,getmin) II up = down = E"}

Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin»)

= 0 II Xbag(insert, getmin)}
conjunct up = down = e from

{ cont( insert, getmin)

Let us omit the
the precondition. That is, we no
longer assume that the local channels up and down are initially empty. Now, unlike
the initial state of variables, the initial state of channels cannot be sensed in any
way by a process, and so the possible communication histories are the same as far
as the projection onto channels other than up anq down is concerned. And because
the invariant and postcondition do not refer to th~ up and down channels, they still
remain valid for this larger set of possible communication histories. We conclude that
•
the following formula is valid:
Xbag(insert,getmin) :
{cont( insert, getmin) = [xl II Xbag(insert, getmin)}
(Buf

II

Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin»)

{cont(insert, getmin) = 0 II Xbag(insert, getmin) } ..

.,;,

Since this specification does not refer anymore to the local channels up,down or
isempty, it remains valid if we hide these local channels. Therefore, we have shown
the validity of:

Xbag( insert, getmin) :
{cont( insert, getmin) = [x]/\ Xbag(insert, getmi~)}
(But 1/ Bag(down/insert, up/ getmin))\ {up, dow!'/-, isempty}
{cont(insert, getmin) = 0/\ Xbag(insert, getmin)}
This was to be shown.
We have succeeded in verifying the top level desjgn for the Bag process. It remains
to implement the But process, and to verify thiLt the implementation does satisfy
the specification that we chose for this component. This development does neither
introduce new language constructs nor new ve~fication principles. Therefore we
simply list the resulting program text and the corresponding proof.
The proposed But implementation is:

( insert?y ;
(x,y) := (min(x,y), max (x, y)) ; down!y ; Bull
or

(getmin!x;
(( up?x ; Bull or isempty? ) )
Similar to the verification of the Bag process it is necessary to prove a stronger
specification for But than the one that we req4ired above. Again, the reason is
that the given specification is inappropriate as an induction hypothesis for Scott's
induction rule.
The proof is in the form of an annotated prograIl! text:

r· '

Proof outline for the Bufprocess:
Invariant Xbag(down, up)

-+

Xbag( insert, getmin) :

{cont(insert, getmin) = cont(down, up) EB [xl /\
Xbag(down,up) --+ X = min(cont(insert,getmin)}
( insert?yj
{cont(insert,getmin) = cont(down,up) EB [x,yj /\
Xbag(down, up) ..... min(x, y) = min(cont(insert, getmin)}
(x,y):= (min(x,y),max(x,y)) ;
{cont(insert,getmin) = cont(down,up) EB [x,yj /\
Xbag(down, up) --+ X = min(cont(insert, getmih)}
down!yj
{cont(insert,getmin) = cont(down, up) EB [xl /\
Xbag(down, up) ..... X = min(cont( insert, getmi,:,)}

But
) {cont(insert,getmin)

= cont(down,up)}

or
( getmin!xj
{cont(insert,getmin) = cont(down,up)}
( up?Xj
{cont(insert,getmin) = cont(down, up) EB [xl /\
Xbag(down, up) --t X = min(cont(insert, getmin)}

But
) {cont(insert,getmin) = cont(down,up)}

or
is empty?
{cont( insert, getmin) = cont(down, up)}
)

{cont(insert, getmin)

= cont(down, up)}

{
"
!i""
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CompositionaJity and Modularity

For the task of program specification, construction and verification, programs are not
to be considered as monolithic entities.
Rather a program is built up from parts that are specified, implemented and verified
independently. The whole program is then verified on the basis of specifications for
the parts, that is, without (using) knowledge of t]le inner structure of the parts.
There are several ways in which one can interpret this. One view is that "built up
from parts" refers to the syntactic phrase structure of the program. According to
this structure a program is either an atomic actio~, a program variable, ranging over
program meanings, or else it is built up from srri.a.ller programs by means of some
syntactic operator C. We assume here that each ~f these operators has a fixed, finite
arity, that is, combines a fixed number of progra~ into one larger program.
Examples of atomic statements for the case of TNP are the assignment statement,
and the communication commands. The set of syntactic operators includes for instance the sequential and parallel composition operators. Program variables coincide
with process identifiers. Within TNP such variables can occur free or bound. Note
that the recursion construct in TNP does bind program variables.
Proofs of program specifications should be compositional, that is, syntax directed. To
explain this, assume that, according to this sy~tax, some program 8 is composed
out of the programs 8 1 , ••• , 8 n • That is, 8 is of the form C(81, ... , 8 n ) where C is
some syntactic constructor. Then according to the statement made above a specification spec for 8 should be proven from specifications SpeCl, ... ,spec n for the parts
8 1 , ••• ,8n • And, most importantly, the proof m1l:St not refer to the inner syntactic
structure of these parts.
In a historical perspective, the first methods for program verification, invented by
Floyd and Naur, were not compositional. The reason is that programs were represented as flowcharts, and the usual syntactic structure of a Howchart, that has
essentially the form of a labeled graph, does not ~ecompose a program into smaller
programs, but rather into atomic actions. Moreover, the number of atomic actions
that constitute a Howchart is not bounded from apove. Therefore, we do not have a
syntactic operator with fixed arity.

.

'.

A major improvement was made by C.A.R. Hoare. who reformulated the Floyd Naur
method as a compositional proof system [Ho].
Hoare studied a very tiny language, often referred ~o as the class of "while programs".
The method was extended by several people to encompass most of the usual sequential
programming constructs. But when the first proof systems for parallel programs were
created, these systems did not adhere to the synt¥ directed style.
For instance, a proof rule that violates this constraint is the one for parallel composition proposed by Owicki and Gries in fOG]. To yerify a specification for a parallel
program 8 1 II 8 2 one must apply a so called interference freedom test to proof outlines
that contain the program text of the parts 8 1 and 8 2 ,

Another weIl known proof system, for the verification of CSP programs, is the system
by Apt, Francez and de Roever [AFRl. Here a so called cooperation test must be
applied, again to proof outlines containing the program texts of the parts. So this
system is not compositional either.
'

I

One of the first publications containing a proof rule for parallel programs without
reference to the inner structure of the constituent components was by Misra and
Chandy in ~Proofs of Hierarchical Networks of rrocesses" [MCl. It must be noted
that Misra and Chandy did not study a language with a clear cut syntax. Rather they
used a ~picture language" for statically nested parallel processes co=unicating via
channels. Therefore, strictly speaking their system is not compositional in the sense
as defined above, because of the rather trivial reason that they have no syntactic
operators.
Misra and Chandy's rule is based on an interesting new type of process specifications., Essentially these specifications consist of a certain assumption and commitment about the communication history of a process. It is especially this formulation
in terms of co=unication histories that made it unnecessary to refer to the inner
structure of processes.
'
The Misra and Chandy rule formed the basis for a compositional proof system for
the language DNP (~Dynamic Networks of Processes") by Zwiers, de Bruin and de
Roever ([ZBRJ).
Before we go on discussing several aspects of compositionality in more detail, we
would like to contrast this concept with a second interpretation of the statement
made at the start of this section.
'
As one might have noticed already when we mElntioned Misra and Chandy's rule,
a context free grammar is not a presupposition for considering programs as "built
up from parts~. It suffices that there is some well defined notion of "black boxes"
from which a program can be constructed, and Which can later on be replaced by
implementations in the form of concrete programs. Exactly how a program is built
up from black boxes can be left open.
A clear advantage of this view is that, since it is more liberal with respect to program
structure, many more interesting systems can be discussed in this setting. Typical
examples are flowchart languages and transition systems. For instance, although a
flowchart does not have a nice syntax described by a context free gra=ar; one can
allow named black boxes in it. If only black boxes with a single entry and exit are
allowed, then it is possible to speCIfy these black poxes in the same way as complete
flowcharts are specified, i.e. by means of an entry'and an exit condition. Essentially
this is the structure of the language FORTRAN, where subroutine bodies play the
role of flowcharts and subroutine ,calls the role of black boxes.
Now our language TNP does have a neat context free grammar, so why are we so
interested in this black box idea? The reason is ~hat we want to make the distinction between what is called "programming in the small" versus "programming in
the large". An often heard explanation of these terms is that programming in the
large considers the program structure in terms of s~broutines or procedures, whereas

programming in the small refers to the internal structure of these subroutines and
procedures. The terms "small" and "large" suggest that the only difference is in the
scale of the program, and that mathematically speaking there is no real difference at
all. We present here a diffrent point of view. Programming "in the small" is done
by one person, designing a program and its cOJ,"rectness proof hand in hand. As a
consequence, when a specification is designed for a certain program part it is already
clear in which program context it must function, and how the specification must
"fit" into the correctness proof of the whole. Oft the other hand, programming "in
the large" is not an activity of one person at ol1ce time. Therefore specifications for
program parts are designed, and proven correct, tpithout knowing exactly the context
in which the part is to be placed. An (extreme) example is the design of modules
for a program library where there is literally nq contact between the designer and
users of a module. The price for this division of labor is partly paid by the user of
modules. For he must treat those modules as black boxes for which only an a priori
given specification is known, and these specifications might not suit the correctness
proof of the whole. This implies that, in genera!; a priori given specifications must
be adapted to a form that does fit into the proof. In our opinion, it is this extra step
of specification adaptation that makes the difference between correctness proofs "in
the small" and "in the large".
Let spee( S) denote that some program S satisfies a certain specification spec. Specification adaptation means that a given specification speer!:) for a black box!: has to
be transformed into an alternative specification d,Pee'(!:). That is, it must be shown
that spee'(!:) is a valid formula on the basis of the given formula speer!:). Such adaptations do not exclusively occur within the context of programming "in the large".
For instance, for proving the correctness of a recursive program, it is necessary to
give a correctness proof for the "body" of a recqrsive construct on the basis of an
induction hypothesis that has the form of a specification for recursive calls. In general this given hypothesis must be adapted for Elach occurrence of a recursive call
within the body. Usually the adaptation is perforIlled with the aid of the well known
consequence rule and various substitution rules. An example is given in [Bakj, where
a (two page long!) proof is given, essentially showing that if !: satisfies the Hoare
style partial correctness formula

{x=z}dx=z},
and we also know, on the basis of syntactic considerations, that the variablez cannot
be read or modified by !:, then it is also true that ~ satisfies:

{x = z - I} i {x = z - I}
Although specification is needed for programming "in the small", there is a major
difference with programming "in the large". In the first caSe, when a specification is
designed it is already known whether it has to be adapted, and for which contexts.
By a proper choice of this specification one can. ensure that all adaptations that
are necessary can actually be proven correct within the given proof system at hand.
We can contrast this with the situation for the second case, where a priori given
specifications have to be adapted.

If'

Example 4

We consider again the Bag process, introduced in the examples above.
On the one hand we have the syntactic phrase, structure of the Bag process, showing
for instance that it is a recursive process, and that the body of this recursive process
consists of a choice construct, and so on. On the other hand one sees occurrences of
black boxes named Bu! and Bag. In the top down style verification that we gave for
the Bag process, a certain specification was choslln for the Bu! process that suited the
verification for Bag. Thereafter we verified the Bu! specification. Now consider the
following different situation. Assume that actually the Bu! process did already exist,
due to some earlier design activity. That is, it, was already constructed, specified
and verified by someone else before, not with the intention to use it for our Bag
design. It is unlikely that the specification woulq;have been chosen the same as our
Bu! specification. For instance, it could have beeh as follows.

• beont 'i1 bag(insert) Ell bag (up)

e bag(getmiri) e bag(down) ,

• beont[rest(down)/downJ is beont with rest(4own) substituted for down,
• lastehan <!!! ehan(last( hl{ insert, getmin, up,'down})),
• lastval 'i1 val(last(hl{insert, getmin, up, down})),
Let the buffer invariant be the assertion:
d f

Xbuf ~ (lastehan
(lastehan =

'

= down - t lastval = max(beont[rest(down)/downJ)) II
getmin .... lastval = min(beo~t[rest(getminl/ getminlll

Then the alternative Bu! specification is:

Xbuf : {beont = [xl} Bu! {beont = 0}.
Since we want to treat Bu! as a black box, redoing the verification task to see that
our Bu! specification is satisfied (too) is not possible. Rather the already existing
specification must be adapted, that is, we must prove that the last specification
implies the one that we used for the verification of the Bag process.
However, simply strengthening of the preconditioll and weakening of the postcondition and the invariant of the alternative specific~tion will not suffice to prove this
implication between specifications. For it is not 'the case that the invariant of the
alternative specification implies that of the original Bu! specification. The reason is
that the alternative invariant guarantees something about the last communication of
the history h, at least if it is a communication via down or getmin. But it does not
guarantee anything about earlier communications in
, h. This is to be contrasted with
the original Bu! invariant, that has the form

Xbag(down, up) .... Xbag(insert, getmin).
The assertion Xbag(e1o C2) has the form:

Vt(t :S hl{ e10 e2} ... ),

The result of this is that the original invariant makes a certain commitment about all
down and getmin communications occurring in h. This indicates why the alternative
invariant cannot imply the original one.
One might question whether the alternative specification actually is as strong as the
original one, since its invariant is logically weaker than the other invariant. The
intuitive reason why this is nevertheless the case is that the invariant of an Invariant
specification is required to hold, not only for all possible executions, but also at all
moments during such executions.

o
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Conclusion

A specification method for the combination of state based and communication based
programming can be developed without undue difficulties. There are several alternatives, one of which can be seen as an extension of "classical" Hoare style specification
for sequential programs. A yardstick for such sPecification methods is the question
whether validation and verification of actual programs is feasible. Another yardstick,
especially important in the context of "programIDing in the large", is whether the
method allows specifications to be adapted.
Of course one needs formal proof systems to support these styles of development.
Such proof systems are given in [Zw), where it is also shown
• that these proof systems are sound,
• that they are complete both from the standpoint of compositionality and modulari ty, and
• how they interrelate, i.e. how specifications' and proofs in one system can be
transformed into specifications and proofs in another system.
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